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Market Update — July 25, 2014 

Dominick Russo and Jay Schreiber — Editors 

The resin markets continued to experience above average activity and most spot plastics prices climbed 
further. Polyethylene, hampered by production issues, was highly sought and HDPE was the busiest of the 
bunch. Polypropylene demand was also hot, but the lack of spot supply, at least at transactional prices, 
limited completed deals. Export interest remained heightened, but aside from the natural Latin American 
markets, scarce and high priced Houston offers disabled opportunities to other regions. 
 
The energy markets remained volatile and the key products again moved in opposite directions. September 
moved to the front month Crude Oil contract; it traded in a tight $2.5/bbl range and ended the week at 
$102.09/bbl, up just $.14/bbl. Natural Gas prices continued to unravel, the Sept contract eroded another 
$.168/mmBtu and settled Friday at $3.707/mmBtu; 25% below this season’s peak. The Crude Oil : Natural 
Gas ratio has shot out to 27.5:1, the widest since Oct 2013. Spot Ethane slipped another penny to $.225/gal 
($.095/lb). Spot Propane added a half-cent to $1.04/gal ($.295/lb).  
 
The spot Ethylene market had another relatively active week, but volumes tapered off the fervent pace seen 
during the first half of July. A couple of crackers returned back onstream, but at least three others remain 
offline for maintenance. Ethylene for July delivery began the week steady at $.63/lb and headed north from 
there, eventually trading up to $.665/lb, which is a new high for this move. August Ethylene was priced a 
shade below prompt and the forward curve then falls off precipitously. Future months are priced at increas-
ing discounts; Ethylene for Dec 2014 can be procured at $.59/lb, while Dec 2015 is indicated more than 
$.11/lb below current levels. 
 
Spot Polyethylene trading continued to run at a rapid rate and prices rose as much as $.02/lb depending on 
grade. All spot commodity PE resins during 2014 are now up $.05/lb, except for super-tight LLDPE, which 
has soared $.09/lb. Cracker outages have limited monomer availability thus affecting Polyethylene produc-
tion and resin availability. Producer railcar offers are scarce while resellers with uncommitted inventories 
are only slowly doling out material, and when sold, raising prices for subsequent offers. Processors, some 
requiring material due to Force Majeure conditions and others simply sensing higher prices still ahead, have 
been aggressively sourcing Polyethylene. We have been bullish and foresee this upswing continuing. 
 
The Propylene rally accelerated, building on the $.045/lb gains achieved in the several previous weeks. 
PGP for July delivery has now risen above the $.70/lb level and August PGP, which has become the market 
focus, most recently changed hands at $.705/lb - a weekly $.03/lb gain. Earlier in the month, July PGP con-
tracts rolled steady at $.675/lb. Based on the typical spot/contract relationship, August PGP contracts can 
be estimated around $.73/lb, which would be a $.055/lb increase. If the spot market momentum continues 
before contract levels are agreed, the increase could widen. August RGP jumped several cents to $.59/lb. 
 
Spot Polypropylene trading was busy, but completed volumes fell short as inadequate quantities of well-
priced spot material could be sourced. Active PP buying by processors and resellers amid limited supplies 
has maintained upward pressure on prices. August PP contracts are going to settle up at least a nickel and 
quite possibly more, so with some uncertainty at hand, Generic Prime resins are essentially absent in the 
market. Aside from rougher offgrade and some random copolymer resins, expect to see prices for very 
good offgrade or Prime to be priced starting with an 8. 
 
Spot resin prices continued to rise, placing most grades into new high territory for the year. Strong spot 
resin demand coupled with rising monomer costs and limited plastics supplies have translated into outright 
bullish market sentiment for both Polyethylene and Polypropylene. Fresh railcar offers are few and far in 
between, while traders are still generally looking to add to inventories when sharp-priced material can be 
found. This rally has legs; we anticipate continued strength at least into August and perhaps for several 
months ahead.  Cand we have yet to even see an inkling of a hurricane threaten the Gulf. 

  Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from exchange observations as well as interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and 
processors. These are considered reliable. The accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result 
of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a transaction. Our market updates are complied with 
integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime railcars delivered in USA. 

bringing the market to you Total Offers 10,675,216 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

HDPE - Inj 2,689,612   0.760$   0.800$   0.730$       0.770$       

LLDPE - Film 1,807,772   0.740$   0.820$   0.760$       0.800$       

HDPE - Blow Mold 1,588,220   0.745$   0.790$   0.730$       0.770$       

PP Copo - Inj 1,041,380   0.785$   0.890$   0.800$       0.840$       

LDPE - Film 1,014,116   0.820$   0.880$   0.790$       0.830$       

PP Homo - Inj 732,736     0.780$   0.850$   0.790$       0.830$       

HMWPE - Film 644,552     0.780$   0.820$   0.750$       0.790$       

LDPE- Inj 600,460     0.800$   0.850$   0.780$       0.820$       

LLDPE - Inj 556,368     0.790$   0.830$   0.760$       0.800$       

ContractSpot

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 
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